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LINKS

(57) The disclosure relates to bonding device (200)
for transmission of a plurality of data packets (101, 102,
103, 104), the bonding device (200) comprising: a plu-
rality of access links (210) for transmission of the plurality
of data packets (101, 102, 103, 104); a processor (203)
comprising a scheduling module (201), configured to
schedule a distribution of the plurality of data packets
(101, 102, 103, 104) over the plurality of access links

(210) according to a scheduling scheme (204), wherein
the scheduling scheme (200) is based on a decision (205)
which of the access links (211, 212, 213) to select for
transmission, how many duplications (101 a, 101 b, 101
c, 101 d) of a data packet (101, 102, 103, 104) to send
over each of the selected access links (211, 212, 213)
and which delay to apply for data packets (101, 102, 103,
104) sent over the selected access links (211, 212,213).
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a bonding device, e.g. a bonding client and/or a bonding server with a sched-
uling module, in particular a neuronal network, for scheduling a distribution of data packets over a plurality of access
links according to a scheduling scheme and a method for transmission of data packets between such a bonding client
and a bonding server. In particular, the disclosure relates to techniques for improving quality of real-time multimedia
applications in access bundling scenarios.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Nowadays, more products utilising channel bonding approaches are introduced and used on the market. Ex-
amples are the "Hybrid Access" product according to "http://www.telekom.de/privatkunden/zuhause/internet-und-fern-
sehen/das-ist-hybrid" or custom solutions, e.g. according to "https://www.viprinet.com/de".
[0003] The main goal of these products is to increase the available bandwidth for subscribers. These goals are achieved
by bonding resources of different access technologies. However, improving the available bandwidth may not always
have a positive impact on the quality of real-time applications, e.g. voice over IP (VoIP). These types of services do not
profit from increased bandwidth as they usually have a fixed bandwidth but they are sensitive to loss and delay jitter.

SUMMARY

[0004] It is the object of the invention to provide a concept for improving resilience and quality of real-time applications
in access bundling scenarios.
[0005] This object is achieved by the features of the independent claims. Further implementation forms are apparent
from the dependent claims, the description and the figures.
[0006] A basic concept of the invention is to apply intelligent interface selection and packet duplication mechanisms,
in particular by using a neuronal network, in access bundling scenarios to improve resilience and quality of real-time
applications in such access bundling scenarios.
[0007] In order to describe the invention in detail, the following terms, abbreviations and notations will be used:

UE: user equipment, user device
AP: access point
AAP: access aggregation point
AN: access node
NN: neuronal network
IP: Internet protocol
MOS: Mean Opinion Score
L1: layer 1 (physical layer)
L2: layer 2 (data link layer)
L3: layer 3 (network layer)
5G: fifth generation mobile network
LTE: Long Term Evolution

[0008] The communication systems, devices and methods described in the following may be based on bonding access
links to one access channel, e.g. by using bonding servers. In fixed access networks for example, the data rates achievable
by DSL depend on the length of the copper line between the residential gateway and the street cabinet or the central
office. Very often the users are disappointed if they only get a data rate of a few Mbit/s. One approach to solve the
situation is bonding of multiple DSL-lines. The data is distributed to several DSL-links by a gateway or similar device at
the user side and encryptedly transferred by use of virtual private networks (VPN) to an entity in the network or at a
remote location. There, the data are assembled to the original stream. In the opposite direction the method operates
accordingly.
[0009] The connection can be a DSL connection, as for example xDSL like ADSL or VDSL. However, the connection
is not limited to DSL but can also be any other broadband connection, in particular cable internet access, Wi-Fi or the
like. Bundling can be performed for any fixed wired access technology and for any non-fixed, wireless access technology,
e.g. 3G, 4G or 5G mobile networks or the like. The transfer or rather the corresponding split of the data over the bonding
connections can be session based, flow based and/or IP packet based. On the user side, bundling can be performed,
e.g. by using an access device such as an integrated access device (IAD). An integrated access device can for example
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be a DSL modem, a home gateway and/or a residential gateway. Mobile devices like smartphones etc. can also profit
from the concept according to the disclosure described hereinafter. For example, using mobile devices, an LTE link can
be bundled with a WLAN link.
[0010] The communication systems, devices and methods described in the following may use AAP (Access Aggre-
gation Point) devices. Access aggregation point devices are the means by which connections are provided among
multiple technologies such as DSL, cable, Ethernet and wireless links that are connected to corporate virtual private
networks (VPNs), wide area networks and the Internet. Subscriber demand for high-speed services require the delivery
of IP services regardless of the access medium. AAP devices are used to provide flexible and reliable configurations
for diverse consumer needs supporting provision of millions of sessions.
[0011] The communication systems, devices and methods described in the following may apply scheduling of packets,
e.g. by using a Neuronal Network, in order to improve the quality and availability of real-time applications. For that,
tunnelling or non-tunneling bundling approaches can be used.
[0012] According to a first aspect, the invention relates to a bonding device for transmission of a plurality of data
packets, the bonding device comprising: a plurality of access links for transmission of the data packets; and a processor
comprising a scheduling module, configured to schedule a distribution of the plurality of data packets over the plurality
of access links according to a scheduling scheme, wherein the scheduling scheme is based on a decision which of the
access links to select for transmission, how many duplications of a data packet to send over each of the selected access
links and which delay to apply for data packets sent over the selected access links.
[0013] The bonding device can be a bonding client transmitting the data packets e.g. towards a bonding server.
Alternatively the bonding device can be a bonding server transmitting the data packets towards a bonding client or
towards another bonding server or towards another network node. The bonding server can be a server operated by the
network operator, e.g. the AAP or it can be a bonding server implemented along with the application server.
[0014] Such a bonding device includes a scheduling module to apply intelligent interface selection and packet dupli-
cation mechanisms to improve resilience and quality of real-time applications in access bundling scenarios. The sched-
uling decision may be dynamic, e.g. by using a dynamic mapping of packets to interfaces with respect to duplications
and delay. This dynamic scheduling decision may be learned, e.g. by a previous data training phase, for example by
using a neuronal network as described below. The scheduling decision may be performed online, e.g. by applying an
adaptive algorithm for the scheduling or by using a neuronal network as described below that can learn from previous
decisions.
[0015] In an implementation form of the bonding device, the scheduling module is configured to determine a link quality
of a respective access link and to prioritize selection of access links based on their link qualities.
[0016] This provides the advantage that access links with with higher link quality can be used for high reliability
transmission of data packets while access links with lower link quality can be used for low reliability transmission of data
packets. To increase the quality of service, links of high link quality can be used as main links for transmission of data
packets while links of low link quality can be additionaly used for duplicated packets, for example.
[0017] In an implementation form of the bonding device, the decision is based on one of the following measures: a
call quality of the transmitted data packets, a Voice-over-IP (VoIP) quality of the transmitted data packets, an R-score
value of the transmitted data packets, a Mean Opinion Score (MOS) of the transmitted data packets.
[0018] This provides the advantage that performing a decision based on one of these quality measures allows improving
the quality of service transmitting the data packets. For example, when a call quality of a data packet is determined to
be low, the scheduling module can decide to increase the number of duplications for such a data packet or decide to
use high reliable access links for transmission or can decide to apply a small delay for transmitting such a data packet
in order to increase the call quality of the transmitted data packet.
[0019] In an implementation form of the bonding device, the processor is configured to transmit duplications of a data
packet according to the scheduling scheme over at least one access link of the plurality of access links.
[0020] This provides the advantage that when a packet is duplicated and duplicated versions of the data packet are
transmitted over one or more access links, the transmission reliability of such a data packet can be improved.
[0021] In an implementation form of the bonding device, the decision is based on a payload type of the data packets.
[0022] This provides the advantage that the scheduling module can inspect the payload type of such a packet, e.g. if
the data packet is an audio or video data packet, if the packet is a real-time packet or a streaming packet, if the packet
is used for signaling, for download or or for real-time communications. Depending on these scenarios, the scheduling
module can decide to increase or decrease its transmission reliability.
[0023] In an implementation form of the bonding client, the decision is based on priorities assigned to the data packets.
[0024] This provides the advantage that packets with higher priorities can be delivered to a more reliable access link
or an access link with less latency than packets with lower priorities. Packets with higher priorities can be duplicated to
a higher number of duplications than packets with lower priorities to increase data throughput of such higher priority
packets. Furthermore, delays of such higher priority packets can be reduced with respect to packets with lower priorities
in order to improve transmission reliability and QoS.
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[0025] In an implementation form of the bonding device, the decision is based on physical layer information, network
layer information and/or application layer information retrieved from the plurality of access links.
[0026] This provides the advantage that the scheduling module can inspect from physical layer information data such
as loss rate, bandwidth, signal quality, latency and modulation and coding scheme in order to improve the quality of the
transmitted data packets. The scheduling module can inspect from network layer information data such as measured
jitter and delay in order to improve the quality of the transmitted data packets. The scheduling module can inspect from
application layer information data such as end-to-end packet loss and experienced end-to-end delay and jitter in order
to improve the quality of the transmitted data packets.
[0027] In an implementation form of the bonding device, the physical layer information comprises at least one of the
following: loss rate, bandwidth, signal quality, signal strength, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), latency and modulation and
coding scheme (MCS).
[0028] This provides the advantage that the scheduling module can use a plurality of information for deciding which
of the access links to select for transmission, how many duplications of a data packet to send over each of the selected
access links and which delay to apply for data packets sent over the selected access links in order to increase the quality
of the transmitted data packets.
[0029] In an implementation form of the bonding device, the network layer information comprises at least one of the
following: routing information, delay at the network layer and jitter at the network layer.
[0030] This provides the advantage that the scheduling module can optimize its scheduling decision when considering
these routing information and delay and jitter at the network layer.
[0031] In an implementation form of the bonding device, the application layer information comprises at least one of
the following: packet error rate at the application layer, delay at the application layer, jitter at the application layer,
information about a used codec.
[0032] This provides the advantage that the scheduling module can optimize its scheduling decision when considering
these packet error rates, delay and jitter at the application layer and the used codec.
[0033] In an implementation form of the bonding device, the processor comprises a neuronal network, configured to
perform the scheduling scheme of the scheduler module.
[0034] This provides the advantage that the neuronal network can efficiently implement the scheduling module. The
neuronal network can schedule a lot of traffic scenarios for such access bundling scenarios due to a flexible scalable
model that can learn multiple scenarios in a training phase or in real-time and decide in real-time. The neuronal network
can be implemented to increase quality of transmitted data packets and enhance reliability.
[0035] In an implementation form of the bonding device, the neuronal network is configured based on training data,
wherein the training data comprises a mapping, e.g. a mapping of of packet error rates to weights, for specific data links
of the plurality of data links. Packet error rate is just one example. The other metrics mentioned above can be included
in the training data as well.
[0036] This provides the advantage that the neuronal network can efficiently learn the concrete access bundling
scenario in order to reduce the overall packet error rates.
[0037] In an implementation form of the bonding device, the scheduling scheme is based on channel knowledge
learned by the neuronal network during run-time.
[0038] This provides the advantage that reliabitity of data transmission in bundling scenarios can be improved when
considering channel knowledge of the bundled transmission channel.
[0039] In an implementation form of the bonding device, the processor is configured to connect at least part of the
plurality of access links based on IP tunneled or based on non-tunneled data transport.
[0040] This provides the advantage that different access links can be used either tunneled or non-tunneled for improving
the reliability of data transmission.
[0041] According to a second aspect, the invention relates to a method for transmission of a plurality of data packets
by a bonding device, the method comprising: scheduling a distribution of the plurality of data packets over a plurality of
access links by the bonding device according to a scheduling scheme, wherein the scheduling scheme is based on a
decision which of the access links to select for transmission, how many duplications of a data packet to send over each
of the selected access links and which delay to apply for data packets sent over the selected access links; and transmitting
the plurality of data packets via the plurality of access according to the scheduling scheme.
[0042] The bonding device can be a bonding client transmitting the data packets e.g. towards a bonding server.
Alternatively the bonding device can be a bonding server transmitting the data packets towards a bonding client or
towards another bonding server or towards another network node.
[0043] Such a method can apply intelligent interface selection and packet duplication mechanisms to improve resilience
and quality of real-time applications in access bundling scenarios. The scheduling decision may be dynamic, e.g. by
using a dynamic mapping of packets to interfaces with respect to duplications and delay. This dynamic scheduling
decision may be learned, e.g. by a previous data training phase, for example by using a neuronal network as described
below. The scheduling decision may be performed online, e.g. by applying an adaptive algorithm for the scheduling or
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by using a neuronal network as described below that can learn from previous decisions.
[0044] According to a third aspect the invention relates to a communication system comprising a bonding client ac-
cording to the first aspect or any implementation form of the first aspect which is connected via a plurality of access links
to a bonding server.
[0045] According to a fourth aspect the invention relates to a communication system comprising a bonding server
according to the first aspect or any implementation form of the first aspect which is connected via a plurality of access
links to a bonding client or to another bonding server or to another network node.
[0046] Such a communication system can apply intelligent interface selection and packet duplication mechanisms to
improve resilience and quality of real-time applications in access bundling scenarios as described above.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0047] Further embodiments of the invention will be described with respect to the following figures, in which:

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the functional architecture of a communication system 100 with a bonding
server 220 and a bonding client 200 according to the disclosure.

Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram illustrating a bonding device 200 according to the disclosure.

Fig. 3 shows a schematic diagram of a method 300 for transmission of data packets by a bonding device according
to the disclosure.

Figs. 4a, 4b, 4c and 4d show schematic diagrams illustrating different examples of operation modes of a neuronal
network.

Fig. 5 shows a schematic diagram illustrating a testbed setup for 2 Link measurements according to an implementation
form.

Fig. 6 shows a schematic diagram illustrating a neuronal network 600 configured for a two-link connection of a
bonding system according to an implementation form.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0048] In the following detailed description, reference is made to the accompanying drawings, which form a part thereof,
and in which is shown by way of illustration specific aspects in which the disclosure may be practiced. It is understood
that other aspects may be utilized and structural or logical changes may be made without departing from the scope of
the present disclosure. The following detailed description, therefore, is not to be taken in a limiting sense, and the scope
of the present disclosure is defined by the appended claims.
[0049] It is understood that comments made in connection with a described method may also hold true for a corre-
sponding device or system configured to perform the method and vice versa. For example, if a specific method step is
described, a corresponding device may include a unit to perform the described method step, even if such unit is not
explicitly described or illustrated in the figures. Further, it is understood that the features of the various exemplary aspects
described herein may be combined with each other, unless specifically noted otherwise.
[0050] The access aggregation system (or access bundling system) as described hereinafter may include a plurality
of different network entities or network nodes. A network entity or a network node may be a computer host or a computer
server. A network entity or network node may be a hardware unit, e.g. a computer server, a network device, a PC, a
tablet, a smartphone, a router, a gateway or a whole computer network. A network entity or a network node may be a
software unit, e.g. an application program or software module on a PC, tablet, smartphone or any other hardware device.
[0051] The access aggregation (or bundling) system may be implemented by various technologies, in particular utilizing
communication networks based on mobile communication standards such as LTE, in particular LTE-A and/or OFDM
and successor standards such as 5G or alternatively or additionally based on fixed networks such as DSL access
networks, ISDN POTS, etc. The components and network nodes of such an access aggregation system may be imple-
mented as electronic devices or electronic network entities. The described devices and network entities may include
integrated circuits and/or passives and may be manufactured according to various technologies. For example, the circuits
may be designed as logic integrated circuits, analog integrated circuits, mixed signal integrated circuits, optical circuits,
memory circuits and/or integrated passives.
[0052] The devices, systems and methods as described in the following may evaluate R-Score values or Mean Opinion
Score (MOS) values.
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[0053] Quality of Experience (QoE) is the most important performance metric from a user’s point of view. QoE is a
generic exression describing the experienced quality of any service. For VoIP services QoE is for instance expressd by
the MOS or R-Score value. To measure QoE, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU)-T E-Model provides an
algorithm to estimate the quality of a voice signal based on different parameters and aspects of voice quality impairment.
The R-score considers these aspects and expresses the voice quality on a scale between 0 and 100, The R-score is
given by: R=100-Is-Id-Ief+A, where R denotes the R-score, Is denotes signal-to-noise impairment associated with typical
circuit-switched network paths score, Id denotes the delay (mouth-to-ear impairment), Ief denotes the equipment impair-
ment factor that comprises impairments comprised by low bit rate codec and packet loss and A denotes the expectation
factor that expresses those intangible quantities that are difficult to quantify.
[0054] The MOS can be calculated from the R-score according to the following table as shown by Tamosoft, www.ta-
mos.com: "Monitoring and Troubleshooting VoIP Networks with a Network Analyzer":

[0055] Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the functional architecture of a communication system 100 with a bonding
server 220 and a bonding client 200 according to the disclosure.
[0056] This communication system 100 improves the quality of real-time multimedia applications in access bundling
scenarios as described in the following. The generic architecture as shown in Figure 1 includes a bonding client 200
and a bonding server 220. The bonding client 200 may include a mobile device (e.g. smartphone), a DSL router, etc.
and may have multiple access interfaces, e.g. two or more. The bonding server 220 may include an application server
in the Internet or a bonding proxy (e.g. Hybrid Access Aggregation Point). Each access interface 210 of the bonding
client 200 may be connected with the bonding server 220 (e.g. using IP tunnels or non-tunneled connections). Figure 1
displays the scheduling process in uplink direction, meaning that the bonding client 200 transmits packets 101, 102,
103, 104 towards the bonding server 220. The downlink works very similar and is therefore not shown.
[0057] The core of the system 100 is the scheduler module 201. This module 201 decides about how to distribute the
data packets 101, 102, 103, 104 over the available access links 210.
[0058] In contrast to other approaches in this area the bonding client 200 aims not to improve the overall throughput
of the system 100 but the quality of the service. Therefore packet duplications, e.g. packet 101 duplicated to packets
101a, 101b, 101c, 101d; packet 102 duplicated to packets 102a, 102b, are used which improves, especially on lossy
channels, the probability that a packet will be transmitted successfully. For that purpose the scheduler module 201 has
three main tasks: 1) to decide which access links 210 to use; 2) to decide how many duplications 101a, 101b, 101c,
101d of the original packet 101 to be sent over each of these links 210; and 3) to decide to artificially delay packets on
specific links in order to compensate latency differences between different access links, thereby reduding delay jitter.
[0059] In the example shown in Figure 1 the bonding client 200 transmits an exemplary number of four data packets
101, 102, 103, 104. These packets 101, 102, 103, 104 have differently sampled fillings indicating that they belong to
different applications. The first 101 and the second 102 packets belong to loss sensitive applications and are duplicated.
The second packet 102 is duplicated once, to duplicated packets 102a, 102b and both packets 102a, 102b are sent
over link N. The first packet 101 is copied three times, to duplicated packets 101a, 101b, 101c, 101d. Two packets 101c,
101d are sent over link N and two packets 101 a, 101 b are sent over link 2 in this example. The third 103 and the fourth
104 packet are not loss-sensitive and are therefore not duplicated but are sent out via link 1.
[0060] The decisions to be performed by the scheduler 201 may be processed by using a neuronal network (NN), e.g.
a neuronal network 400 as described below with respect to Figures 4 and 5 or a neuronal network 600 as described
below with respect to Figure 6. The NN can use information from different layers as input. A list of possible input
parameters 202 can be found in the following: Physical layer information from the access links 210, e.g. loss, bandwidth,
signal quality, latency, modulation coding scheme (MCS), etc.; Network layer information, e.g. measured delay and jitter;
Application layer information, e.g. end to end packet loss and the delay and jitter experienced.

Table 1: Mapping of R-score to MOS

User Satisfaction Level MOS R-Factor

Maximum using G.711 4.4 93

Very satisfied 4.3-5.0 90-100

Satisfied 4.0-4.3 80-90

Some users satisfied 3.6-4.0 70-80

Many users dissatisfied 3.1-3.6 60-70

Nearly all users dissatisfied 2.6-3.1 50-60

Not recommended 1.0-2.6 Less than 50
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[0061] The communication path can also be in reverse direction, i.e. from the bonding server 220 to the bonding client
200, where another scheduler can be implemented in the bonding server 220 for scheduling distribution of data packets
via available access links for transmission to the bonding client 200.
[0062] Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram illustrating a bonding device 200 according to the disclosure. The bonding
device 200 may be a bonding client 200 as depicted in Fig. 1 or a bonding server 220 as depicted in Fig. 1. The bonding
device 200 may be implemented in a communication system 100 as described above with respect to Fig. 1. The bonding
device 200 can be used for transmission of a plurality of data packets 101, 102, 103, 104, e.g. towards a bonding server
220 when the bonding device 200 is a bonding client or towards a bonding client when the bonding device is a bonding
server, e.g. as described above with respect to Fig. 1. The bonding device 200 includes a plurality of access links 210
or also named access interfaces for connection with the bonding server 220 or alternatively with the bonding client when
the bonding device is a bonding server; and a processor 203 including a scheduling module 201.
[0063] The scheduling module 201 is configured to schedule a distribution of the plurality of data packets 101, 102,
103, 104 over the plurality of access links 210 according to a scheduling scheme 204. For example the plurality of access
links 210 may include an exemplary number of N access links 211, 212, 213 as shown in Fig. 2. The scheduling scheme
204 is based on a decision 205 which of the access links 211, 212, 213 to select for transmission, how many duplications
101a, 101b, 101c, 101d of a data packet 101, 102, 103, 104 to send over each of the selected access links 211, 212,
213 and which delay to apply for data packets 101, 102, 103, 104 sent over the selected access links 211, 212, 213.
[0064] The scheduling module 201 may be configured to determine a link quality of a respective access link 211, 212,
213 and to prioritize selection of access links 211, 212, 213 based on their link qualities.
[0065] The decision may be based on one of the following measures: a call quality of the transmitted data packets, a
Voice-over-IP (VoIP) quality of the transmitted data packets, an R-score value of the transmitted data packets, a Mean
Opinion Score (MOS) of the transmitted data packets 101, 102, 103, 104.
[0066] The processor 203 may be configured to transmit duplications 101a, 101b, 101c, 101d of a data packet 101
according to the scheduling scheme 204 over at least one access link 211, 212, 213 of the plurality of access links 210,
e.g. as described above with respect to Fig. 1.
[0067] The decision may be based on a payload type of the data packets 101, 102, 103, 104. The decision may be
based on priorities assigned to the data packets 101, 102, 103, 104. The decision may be based on physical layer
information, network layer information and/or application layer information retrieved from the plurality of access links 210.
[0068] The physical layer information may include at least one of the following: loss rate, bandwidth, signal quality,
signal strength, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), latency and modulation and coding scheme (MCS). The network layer
information may include at least one of the following: routing information, delay at the network layer and jitter at the
network layer. The application layer information may include at least one of the following: packet error rate at the
application layer, delay at the application layer, jitter at the application layer, information about a used codec.
[0069] The processor 203 may include or may implement a neuronal network, e.g. a neuronal network 400 as described
below with respect to Figures 4 and 5 or a neuronal network 600 as described below with respect to Figure 6, and may
be configured to perform the scheduling scheme 204 of the scheduler module 201.
[0070] The neuronal network may be configured based on training data, e.g. as described below with respect to Fig.
4. The training data may include a mapping 515 of packet error rates 516 to weights 517 for specific data links of the
plurality of data links 210, e.g. as described below with respect to Fig. 5.
[0071] The scheduling scheme 204 may be based on channel knowledge learned by the neuronal network 400 during
run-time, e.g. as described below with respect to Figures 4, 5 and 6.
[0072] The processor 203 may be configured to connect at least part of the plurality of access links 210 with the
bonding server 220 (or alternatively with the bonding client when the device is a bonding server) based on IP tunneled
or based on non-tunneled data transport.
[0073] Fig. 3 shows a schematic diagram of a method 300 for transmission of data packets 101, 102, 103, 104 between
a bonding client, e.g. a bonding client 200 as described above with respect to Fig. 2, and a bonding server, e.g. a bonding
server 220 as described above with respect to Fig. 2, or vice versa according to the disclosure.
[0074] The method 300 includes scheduling 301 a distribution of the plurality of data packets 101, 102, 103, 104 over
a plurality of access links 210, by a bonding device, between the bonding client 200 and the bonding server 220 or vice
versa according to a scheduling scheme 204, e.g. according to the functionality of the scheduling module 201 described
above with respect to Figures 1 and 2. The scheduling scheme 204 is based on a decision which of the access links
211, 212, 213 to select for transmission, how many duplications 101a, 101b, 101c, 101d of a data packet 101 to send
over each of the selected access links 211, 212, 213 and which delay to apply for data packets sent over the selected
access links 211, 212, 213. The method 300 further includes transmitting 302 the plurality of data packets 101, 102,
103, 104 via the plurality of access links 210 between the bonding client 200 and the bonding server 220 or vice versa
according to the scheduling scheme 204, e.g. described above with respect to Figures 1 and 2.
[0075] Figs. 4a, 4b, 4c and 4d show schematic diagrams illustrating different examples of operation modes of a
neuronal network 400.
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[0076] Figure 4a illustrates a training phase 400a of the neuronal network 400. The system, i.e. the neuronal network
400 learns from historical data 410, i.e. input parameters x1, ..., xm which which is fed into the system. A certain mapping
between input parameters x1, ..., xm and output parameters Y1, ..., Ym is learned or adaptively adjusted by the neuronal
network 400. Then the system is able to map input parameters 410 to output parameters 411.
[0077] Figure 4b illustrates an execution phase 400b of the neuronal network 400. The neuronal network 400 includes
a set of rules 412 resulting from a previous training phase 400a. This set of rules 412 provides the mapping from input
parameters x1, ..., xm 411 to output parameters Y1, ..., Ym 412. Based on the rules 412 determined during the training
phase 400a, a subset 411 of the input parameters 410 can be used to determine a set of output parameters 412. Also
non-learned input parameters can be mapped to output parameters, e.g. based on interpolation or approximation.
[0078] Figure 4c illustrates an independent operation mode of the neuronal network 400. The system works well with
input parameters x1, ..., xm 411 which are independent of the output parameters Y1, ..., Yn 420. There may be applied
a different number of input parameters 411 and output parameters 420 to the neuronal network 400. There is no feedback
from output parameters 420 to input parameters 411. The mapping from input parameters 411 to output parameters
420 is based on a set of rules 412 learned or processed by the neuronal network 400 during the training phase 400a
described above with respect to Fig. 4a.
[0079] Figure 4d illustrates a dependent operation mode of the neuronal network 400. For systems with input param-
eters x1, ..., xm 411 that dependend on the output parameters Y1, ..., Yn 420, e.g. changing an output parameter changes
the input parameter, the learning process 400b as described above with respect to Fig. 4b, may be more complicated.
As for the independent system 400c, there may be applied a different number of input parameters 411 and output
parameters 420 to the neuronal network 400. Training may be performed for different feedbacks 413 from output pa-
rameters 420 to input parameters 411.
[0080] Fig. 5 shows a schematic diagram illustrating a testbed 500 for two-Link measurements according to an imple-
mentation form.
[0081] The testbed 500 includes a bonding client 200, e.g. as described above with respect to Figures 1 and 2, and
a bonding server 220. The communication path from the bonding client 200 is directed towards a first router 520 including
a scheduler 526 and a MOS (Mean Opinion Score) module 527. The first router 520 routes the communication, e.g. a
Voice-over-IP traffic 510 according to the scheduler 526 via a first path or first link 521 and a second path or second link
522 towards a bridge 530 having a traffic control (TC) function 531. The bridge 530 forwards the communication traffic
towards a second router 540 having a scheduler 541 for scheduling the communication traffic. The second router
aggregates both communication links 521, 522 to a single link that is routed to the bonding server 220. All three network
elements, i.e. first router 520, bridge 530 and second router 540 are adjusted by a neuronal network 400, e.g. a neuronal
network 400 as described above with respect to Figures 4 to 6. The neuronal network 400 uses a set of rules 412 for
mapping input parameters, e.g. packet loss on first link 521 and second link 522, e.g. in percentage, to output parameters,
e.g. weights of first link 521 and second link 522. Table 2 illustrates an exemplary mapping table for such a two-link
connection.

[0082] A similar scheduling applies for the reverse direction, i.e. the communication path from bonding server 220 to
bonding client 200. However, a different mapping with different weights can apply for the reverse direction.
[0083] Fig. 6 shows a schematic diagram illustrating a neuronal network 600 configured for a two-link connection of

Table 2: exemplary mapping of a neuronal network for a two-link connection

Packet loss on L1 [%] Packet loss on L2 [%] Weight of L1 Weight of L2

0 0 1 0

0 5 1 0

5 5 2 0

10 10 3 0

20 0 0 1

20 20 4 0

30 10 0 3

40 20 0 4

50 40 0 6

50 50 7 0
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a bonding system, e.g. of the bonding system setup 500 described above with respect to Fig. 5.
[0084] The neuronal network 600 includes an exemplary number of 10 hidden nodes 630 and one hidden layer 631.
The first input link 611 is connected with a first input node 613, the second input link 612 is connected with a second
input node 614. The first input node 613 and the second input node 614 are connected via the hidden nodes 630 and
the hidden layer 631 with a first output node 623 and a second output node 624 which provide the first weight w1 and
the second weight w2, respectively. Each node may provide weighted connections with other nodes that may be adaptively
adjusted to learn the corresponding bundling scenario.
[0085] The methods, systems and devices described herein may be implemented as electrical and/or optical circuit
within a chip or an integrated circuit or an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC). The invention can be implemented
in digital and/or analogue electronic and optical circuitry.
[0086] The methods, systems and devices described herein may be implemented as software in a Digital Signal
Processor (DSP), in a micro-controller or in any other side-processor or as hardware circuit within an application specific
integrated circuit (ASIC) of a Digital Signal Processor (DSP).
[0087] The invention can be implemented in digital electronic circuitry, or in computer hardware, firmware, software,
or in combinations thereof, e.g. in available hardware of conventional optical transceiver devices or in new hardware
dedicated for processing the methods described herein.
[0088] The present disclosure also supports a computer program product including computer executable code or
computer executable instructions that, when executed, causes at least one computer to execute the performing and
computing steps described herein, in particular the method 300 as described above with respect to Fig. 3 and the
techniques described above with respect to Figs. 1-2 and 4-5. Such a computer program product may include a readable
non-transitory storage medium storing program code thereon for use by a computer. The program code may perform
the methods and techniques as described above with respect to Figures 1 to 5.
[0089] While a particular feature or aspect of the disclosure may have been disclosed with respect to only one of
several implementations, such feature or aspect may be combined with one or more other features or aspects of the
other implementations as may be desired and advantageous for any given or particular application. Furthermore, to the
extent that the terms "include", "have", "with", or other variants thereof are used in either the detailed description or the
claims, such terms are intended to be inclusive in a manner similar to the term "comprise". Also, the terms "exemplary",
"for example" and "e.g." are merely meant as an example, rather than the best or optimal. The terms "coupled" and
"connected", along with derivatives may have been used. It should be understood that these terms may have been used
to indicate that two elements cooperate or interact with each other regardless whether they are in direct physical or
electrical contact, or they are not in direct contact with each other.
[0090] Although specific aspects have been illustrated and described herein, it will be appreciated by those of ordinary
skill in the art that a variety of alternate and/or equivalent implementations may be substituted for the specific aspects
shown and described without departing from the scope of the present disclosure. This application is intended to cover
any adaptations or variations of the specific aspects discussed herein.
[0091] Although the elements in the following claims are recited in a particular sequence with corresponding labeling,
unless the claim recitations otherwise imply a particular sequence for implementing some or all of those elements, those
elements are not necessarily intended to be limited to being implemented in that particular sequence.
[0092] Many alternatives, modifications, and variations will be apparent to those skilled in the art in light of the above
teachings. Of course, those skilled in the art readily recognize that there are numerous applications of the invention
beyond those described herein. While the present invention has been described with reference to one or more particular
embodiments, those skilled in the art recognize that many changes may be made thereto without departing from the
scope of the present invention. It is therefore to be understood that within the scope of the appended claims and their
equivalents, the invention may be practiced otherwise than as specifically described herein.

Claims

1. A bonding device (200) for transmission of a plurality of data packets (101, 102, 103, 104), the bonding device (200)
comprising:

a plurality of access links (210) for transmission of the plurality of data packets (101, 102, 103, 104);
a processor (203) comprising a scheduling module (201), configured to schedule a distribution of the plurality
of data packets (101, 102, 103, 104) over the plurality of access links (210) according to a scheduling scheme
(204),
wherein the scheduling scheme (200) is based on a decision (205) which of the access links (211, 212, 213)
to select for transmission, how many duplications (101 a, 101b, 101c, 10ld) of a data packet (101, 102, 103,
104) to send over each of the selected access links (211, 212, 213) and which delay to apply for data packets
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(101, 102, 103, 104) sent over the selected access links (211, 212, 213).

2. The bonding device (200) of claim 1,
wherein the scheduling module (201) is configured to determine a link quality of a respective access link (211, 212,
213) and to prioritize selection of access links (211, 212, 213) based on their link qualities.

3. The bonding device (200) of claim 1 or 2,
wherein the decision is based on one of the following measures: a call quality of the transmitted data packets, a
Voice-over-IP (VoIP) quality of the transmitted data packets, an R-score value of the transmitted data packets, a
Mean Opinion Score (MOS) of the transmitted data packets (101, 102, 103, 104).

4. The bonding device (200) of one of the preceding claims,
wherein the processor (203) is configured to transmit duplications (101 a, 101 b, 101c, 101d) of a data packet (101)
according to the scheduling scheme (204) over at least one access link (211, 212, 213) of the plurality of access
links (210).

5. The bonding device (200) of one of the preceding claims,
wherein the decision is based on a payload type of the data packets (101, 102, 103, 104).

6. The bonding device (200) of one of the preceding claims,
wherein the decision is based on priorities assigned to the data packets (101, 102, 103, 104).

7. The bonding device (200) of one of the preceding claims,
wherein the decision is based on physical layer information, network layer information and/or application layer
information retrieved from the plurality of access links (210).

8. The bonding device (200) of claim 7,
wherein the physical layer information comprises at least one of the following: loss rate, bandwidth, signal quality,
signal strength, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), latency and modulation and coding scheme (MCS).

9. The bonding device (200) of claim 7 or 8,
wherein the network layer information comprises at least one of the following:

routing information, delay at the network layer and jitter at the network layer.

10. The bonding device (200) of one of claims 7 to 9,
wherein the application layer information comprises at least one of the following:

packet error rate at the application layer, delay at the application layer, jitter at the application layer, information
about a used codec.

11. The bonding device (200) of one of the preceding claims,
wherein the processor (203) comprises a neuronal network (400), configured to perform the scheduling scheme
(204) of the scheduler module (201).

12. The bonding device (200) of claim 11,
wherein the neuronal network (400) is configured based on training data, wherein the training data comprises a
mapping (515) of packet error rates (516) to weights (517) for specific data links of the plurality of data links (210).

13. The bonding device (200) of claim 11 or 12,
wherein the scheduling scheme (204) is based on channel knowledge learned by the neuronal network (400) during
run-time.

14. The bonding device (200) of one of the preceding claims,
wherein the processor (203) is configured to connect at least part of the plurality of access links (210) based on IP
tunneled or based on non-tunneled data transport.

15. A method (300) for transmission of a plurality of data packets between a bonding client and a bonding server, the
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method comprising:

scheduling (301) a distribution of the plurality of data packets (101, 102, 103, 104) over a plurality of access
links (210) between the bonding client (200) and the bonding server (220) according to a scheduling scheme
(204),
wherein the scheduling scheme (204) is based on a decision which of the access links (211, 212, 213) to select
for transmission, how many duplications (101 a, 101 b, 101 c, 101d) of a data packet (101) to send over each
of the selected access links (211, 212, 213) and which delay to apply for data packets sent over the selected
access links (211, 212, 213); and
transmitting (302) the plurality of data packets (101, 102, 103, 104) via the plurality of access (210) between
the bonding client (200) and the bonding server (220) or vice versa according to the scheduling scheme (204).
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